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**Dates:** 1880s-2008  
**Creator:** Clinton (Mo.) daily democrat  
**Collection Size:** 2.5 cubic feet

**Introduction**  
The records of the *Clinton Daily Democrat* contain photographs, correspondence, printed material, and miscellaneous. The newspaper began operating in Henry County, Missouri, in 1868.

**Donor Information**  
The records were donated to the State Historical Society of Missouri by Tyler Simons on 11 February 2002.

**Restriction**  
The donor retains copyright.

**Box List**

**Box 1**  
Photographs  
Mastodon Dig, 1979  
Betty Hearn  
*Clinton Daily Democrat* Employees  
Elm Creek  
Negatives  
Buildings, Osceola, MO  
Buildings (2 folders)  
Portraits (2 folders)  
Sports/Hunting  
1880s-2000s (15 folders)  
Old Glory Days, Clinton, MO, 2001  
Clinton High School Homecoming, 2001 (4 folders)  
Rawhide Rodeo Queens  
VFA Fire Department Matching Grants Program, 2008

**Box 2**  
Photographs  
A-Z (28 folders)  
2008, April-December (9 folders)  
Clinton High School sports, 2001 (2 folders)  
Basketball
Box 3 (partially full)
Photographs
   Baby contests/Car shows (4 folders)
   Parade, Deepwater, MO, 2001 (2 folders)
   Calhoun, MO
   Chilhowee, MO, 2001
   Wee Queens
Correspondence, 1969-1985 (2 folders)
Clippings
Printed material
Miscellaneous material
Hand-drawn illustrations of a town gathering and a train depot, n.d.